Chapter 1 Class Assignment

1. Get into groups of no more than 5 people, no less than three.
2. Think of three actions. Try to make these interesting in some way. Don’t just pick simple athletic activities (like throwing, swimming, etc). For each action, discuss its classification on each of the three continua. Come up with what you think is the appropriate classification for each of them.
3. On one sheet of paper – one you will keep – make a note of your group’s classifications of the three actions.
4. On a second sheet of paper – one you will hand to another group – Write down the actions as below and leave space for their classification by the other group.
5. Exchange actions with another group (here’s where I hope there are an even number of groups!).
6. Classify your new set of actions.
7. Compare your classifications with the other group’s. Discuss any differences of opinion.

**Action 1**
*Fine/gross:*

*Discrete/continuous:*

*Open/closed:*

**Action 2**
*Fine/gross:*

*Discrete/continuous:*

*Open/closed:*

**Action 3**
*Fine/gross:*

*Discrete/continuous:*

*Open/closed:*